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VariOllS studies of DSM market penetration indicate that customers usually require a very high rate of
return to make investments that reduce energy costs. Empirical experience from large
commercial/industrial programs put a threshold on customer interest at a two year payback, and
substantial participation requires a one year payback; this often translates to a 50% to 100% return on
investment. This investment threshold seems oddly high as compared with other investment returns, and
is usually blamed on lack of capital, lack of information, and generally short-sighted business decision
making.

This paper explores an alternate theory of market penetration, a customer model developed from
observations as an implementor and seller of energy efficiency to the commercial/industrial sectors: the
market for energy efficiency retrofit responds poorly to high rates of return not because it is
unsophisticated in its life-cycle decision-making, but rather because it is more sophisticated than simply
considering return. Energy costs are typically only one to three percent of operating costs, and therefore
even major reductions affect operating costs only slightly. By comparison, actions affecting revenue,
employee motivation, or process efficiency usually have a greater impact. Management time, therefore,
may be better spent in these other areas. Building retrofits also may carry a perceived risk to building
performance that outweighs the potential savings. If there is any perception of risk to employee efficiency

chamg:m,g Jl.Ji.Joq.lll.JI."A.III..!L~ or HVAC systems, for example, then a retrofit will be dismissed from considera
regardless of payback..

Nevertheless, there is growing success in the marketplace by repositioning energy efficiency retrofits.
The emphasis is often on modernization, not financial return.. For example, T8's provide higher quality

(as measured by color rendering); electronic ballasts are "state-of-the-art", compact fluorescents
reduce the nuisance 811d expense of changing incandescent bulbs frequently; HVAC controls bring greater
comfort These products are accepted not because they reduce costs but rather because "the best",
and are viewed as a deal because the utility is a subsidy.

The fact that energy costs aren't the main driver doesn't diminish the market therefore, it just requires
that one the .. There is no payback to new carpet and fresh paint on the walls, but service
facilities retrofit in these areas every 5 to 10 years.. and greater comfort are in
deltnalnd: if it to lower that's a is going to pay of the cost,
then that's the "clincher""

Utilities can this alternative model to improve their program offerings in several ways:

iUl'1I"r,;l"W~4'1Il~ characteristics can C!1ln41lnh1MT 811d reduce the time requirement for management to mVeS(JUlalte

COfiUJrehen:Slve DSM imt~lerrlentationo

@ Utilities can ~-a;t-a.nrn'.~ risks offering guarantees ..

@ DSM ma.rk~~tml2 should stress quality of performance of DSM productso

@ Subsidies should recognize that value, rather than payback, is the basis of customer decision ~L'LlI..LIl.;"'.



Introduction

This paper develops hypotheses on important charac
teristics of DSM marketing, rather than report conclusions
from a research study. The empirical evidence for these
hypotheses draws upon the results of several utility
programs designed to market conservation technologies to
commercial customers, Le., Con Edison's commercial
customer audit and rebate programs, the New York Power
Authority direct installation program, the Pacific Gas and
Electric commercial direct installation programs, the
Niagara Mohawk custom incentive and non-profit cus
tomer programs, the Northeast Utilities Energy Action
Program, the Seattle City Light commercial incentive
program, and the New England Electric commercial sector
programs (Holt 1991; Nadel 1990).

Based on papers and participation in these programs, the
authors will present empirical findings addressing the
following on marketing DSM:

1. Are commercial customers rational buyers of efficient
equipment? Is the short payback horizon of many
customers a market failure due to lack of mlonnaltlOlrl,

or or is the customer
behaving the time and risks of
conservation investments?

2. What strategies and timing work best? What
is the relative of stressing energy cost

vs& reliability,
tea.tul"es, and service? When is the best time to sen?
How does this vary sector and customer

3. How do program elements enhance the
ma.rk~~trnl2 of conservation? Do reduce the time
and effort of the customer? Do reduce
customer risks? Do incentive?
Or do program features and
r.t .. _ .... "ih',... ..... ~,...~ barriers to business customers?

4& What is the effect of on
the market? Which measures are most en(~ou.rai~ea by
each

Commercial Customers - Are
They Rational Buyers of Efficient
Equipment?

A common is that DSM programs are neces
sary because of a market failure: cost-effective DSM

to be purchased by a rational consumer
without additional incentives from a The causes
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cited for this market failure are that the commercial
electricity customer:

lacks information,

lacks capital, and/or

lacks a long-term perspective..

The "lack of information theory" holds that a customer's
lack of familiarity with DSM equipment options prevents
their adoption; for example, business managers may not
have heard of electronic ballasts or compact fluorescents.
In addition, the customer may not be aware of the
economics, or skeptical of the advertised claims&

The "lack of capital theory" states that businesses fail to
make high-return investments because they can't fmance
them. Many DSM options have a two year payback, and a
50% return on capital. A customer without the ability to
borrow or invest cannot participate in the opportunity.

The customer" suggests that
businesses choose to forego quality investments to
maximize short-term profits~ It is argued that, in the
United States, businesses who are capable of, and would
benefit from, DSM returns of 50% or higher choose to
not participate because their operating strategy is to
maximize short-term fmances; in effect, these- customers
have a hurdle discount rate in their decision-making that is
above 50%.

Numerous surveys and evaluations have been
used to defend these assertions. Utility program design is
often based on the assumption that these characteristics
are, in fact, the case. DSM information programs are
buHt on the assumption that awareness is the problem.
DSM fmance programs, and ESCO shared savings
programs, for example, are built on the assumption that
customers lack sufficient capita1~ Many utility rebate
programs are designed to reduce payback to the customer
to two years; on the assumption that a 50% hurdle rate
must be reached for the customer to act 1987)~

While these effects are observed in small companies and
companies with a distressed fmancial status, there is
evidence that these models aren't telling the whole story.
rfhe plateau of indifference in customer discount rate
shows that rate of return does not affect penetration within
a wide band on DSM measures. Marketers of DSM tech
nologies, in their effort to be efficient at sales, have found
that often none of the theories above are the blockage to



DSM.. In larger industrial facilities, for example, there are
often resident engineering staffs that have fully researched
the measures, have available capital, and work with
discount rates well below 50%, yet DSM's most popular
measures such as compact fluorescents, electronic ballasts,
and high efficiency motors ,have not been done..

The Perceived Risk of S Investments

The installation of DSM equipment may have, or be
perceived as having, a risk of negative impacts on
operations as compared with standard equipmente These
risks represent a cost to DSM investment.

action.

The customer may need to from ones
where he has an established, efficient relationship and
low riske Repeat purchases of standard equipment
from familiar suppliers are the most efficient
transactions from the customer's point of view ..
Changing suppliers creates a time requirement.
Further, if the new supplier or producer is less
established, there is a risk that the customer with new
DSM technologies win find himself abandoned.

The may fail Early models of
electronic ballasts were advertised as having 20 year
life but many failed in 3 years or less. While they are
much more reliable now, the consumer of new
technology lacks empirical evidence of product
lifetime claims..

1) Esthetics win change in a manner detrimental to
operations. The management may fear that lighting,
for example, win seem less attractive. Fluorescent
lighting replacing incandescent lighting is such an
example. If the business needs esthetic quality for its
viability, then this risk may be significant.. For
example, a manager of a retail facility or a hotel
ballroom may see a risk of reduced customer
satisfaction from installing lighting DSM technologies
that win the appearance of the space.

Examples of DSM risks include:

2) The equipment may change the function of the
operation. Most current compact fluorescent lamps are
not capable of operating on a dimmable circuit.
Where dimming was a desirable quality, such as in a
ballroom, this replacement creates a loss of function ..
In the loss is often but the fear is
unfoundecL For replacing a motor with a
high efficiency model rather than the original
equipment will usually work equally but time is
required to ensure that this is the case.

ost

conservation investment requires investment of
management time that may have a high opportunity
cost;

This DSM sales experience is exposing an alternative
customer model; one that suggests that commercial
customers are, in fact quite rational to forgo highly
cost-effective DSM measures. The customer decision not
to purchase may be rational because these investments
hold liabilities including:

available conservation tecnnjDIO'21~~S in the near future
and

1l""Ii'il"'Al''''..'Ullrf111''1in a no~nt.nle value to deJ.avJlnQ

conservation investment has risks that the new
eCl\llPltne][1t will differently in a manner that is
detrimental to operations; and

The time for DSM investments may reD,resent
a cost in relation to the benefit.. time
has a cost for the time actually but also
has an cost, since attention to achieve the
Do1ten'tlal benefits of DSM will reduce available time for
cost reduction in other areas, and draw away from
investments that increase or revenues.
costs account for 1 to 3 % of costs in
commercial and industrial busmesses$ While a Dolten1tlal
reduction in these costs of 20 % to 40 % is not

the reduction in total
costs from DSM investment is therefore typically in the
range of 0$2% to 1.2% of total costs

The time re(Jluu~enlents of DSM include:

apprals,aJ of SUtlrDUJers~

1!"l=.r'il'_t'lln~·Q_1l"!l with SU1,pller,s, and

with the

Utility programs add their own element of risk. In
some cases, the customer needs to commit to the

before the utility provides a firm commitment
to paying an incentive. In other cases, the customer
may perceive a chance that incentives will increase in
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the future, and purchasing now win create a lost
opportunity for a larger utility incentiveo

The Value Delaying Action

Energy savings are not irrelevant to selling DSM; energy
savings can be positioned as one of many quality features
of a product. However, since it is not the only one, it
isn't always critical whether the payback is 2 years or 4
years.

Finally, the customer may perceive, and at times
correctly, that future DSM technologies may be worth the
wait. In motors, controls, ballasts, and lamps, for
example, features are being added, reliability is
improving, and prices are dropping. Buying now creates
savings sooner, but also a lost opportunity if technology
options improve.

Clearly the least effort is required during the replacement
cycle; at this time, a business needs to invest the time to
make equipment decisions whether or not high efficiency
is being considered. Also, the economics are much
improved, since only the incremental cost of high
efficiency needs to be invested (Dethman et al. 1991;
Jenkins and Hobble 1991).

The program should save customers time and effort.

Designing a program with this customer behavior
model in mind should accomplish the "....,llli• ....,Y"Juu.. ,O;;;".

nal
esign

he Implications of the ational
tilityCu~stomer

Program

Effective arketing of Efficient
Equipment

This understanding of customer purchase behavior is being
used in DSM product sales vendors, utilities, and
energy service strategy is to place less
emphasis on cost effectiveness, and more on product
attributes that directly affect operations. Fortunately DSM
eatUPlnerJl'tq such as motors, and control systems,
offers many attributes in addition to energy

The program should reduce customer risks.

'lI"rnt:l';_CHlnT'B'Y,n elements can include any of the foHowing:

The program should increase the customer value of
a.'tTlI"14::lli>nt"'~" options.

1) The utility can provide energy audits or direct
installation programs where the manages some
or all of the steps required for implementation. These
steps including analysis, design, bidding, general

equipment purchase, installation,
acceptance, monitoring, and maintenance;

We would like to that the thrust of DSM
sales needs to be on the functional superiority of
efficient While is relevant, the
'Ml"IIOI1 nofO"fhI of related to facilities in commercial
customers are driven by attributes.
_ ....,... ...-Il .. ",..~ characteristics include:

extra features~

for ex~uni)leq

cornpared with standard
llgJltrrlg as measured by its color 'ii"~nrll~'l!""lln.nr

motors and heat pumps, as
are often constructed with more

better heat exchangers, and quality
materials that are in the so-caned premium
U.Jl.""'U"qv~ line. Control systems such as lighting dimmers,
HVAC and variable speed drives may provide
esthetic and comfort features that the sale.

2) "The can equipment and vendors to
simplify the purchasing effort required by the
customers;

program risk-reducing elements can include:

Equipment guarantees backed the

Maintenance services backed the utility;

A price risk guarantee, protecting customers from
future price reductions in the technologies they
purchase by offering to refund the difference (this is
now an technique in electronics);
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A rebate or incentive risk guarantee, protecting
customers from future incentive increases by offering
to provide the difference of the higher incentive (this
is now a feature of many automobile rebates) ..

Utility ubsidy esign ptions

customer in a manner proportional to the value to the
utility .. The capability of the three methods to accomplish
this objective is discussed below:

Basing Incentives on Measure Avoided
Costs

What, then, is the advantage of the utility rebate or
incentive? Since it provides selective discounting of high
efficiency equipment, it increases the customer perception
of value in choosing the option.. A 50% discount, for
example, indicates to the customer that, among options
with similar relationships of value to cost, the discounted
item provides much more value for the cost.. In a cus
tomer's value-based. analysis, it is the percent of purchase
price discounted that will drive his decision-making, rather
than the years of payback after rebate.. This has important
Im'pl1 lcatloIlS for rebate strategy development, as will be
discussed below: 1988)

1 and 2 compare three subsidy

Da'{m~ent of a fixed of avoided cost;

Measure incentives of this type are calculated by deter
mining the value of energy savings in terms of the
avoided cost per unit for each measure to be incentivized,
and then setting a policy of the percent of avoided cost to
be paid~ This method is popular in DSM bidding and in
custom measure programs.

As shown on Figure 1, a payment of 25 % of avoided
costs produces dramaticaHy decreasing percentages of
installed costs as the unsubsidized. payback of the measure
increases .. Measures with a one year payback will be more
than 100% subsidized, while measures with a 6 year
payback would receive a rebate less than 20% of the
purchase price.. In the customer model described earlier,
market penetration is impacted by the percent of cost
subsidized by the incentives As a result, these payments
strongly favor the payback measures.

pa1fmlent of a maximum peI'ce:rlta£~e

cost.
of the installed

This was observed in the 1989 Energy Initiative program
at New England Electric, where payments of 30% of
avoided cost resulted in dramatically higher market
response for quick payback measures ..

These show the of three
subsidies: a a 25 % of
avoided cost to 2 years.. The

shown for measures based on their pre
with measures from 0 to 8 years

the base of the

1 shows the effect of on the
of installed cost subsidized under the three

apl)fOaCrLes .. It is to observe that the three forms
have almost inverse rei;atU)nS,hl):)S
between and of installed
cost subsidized~ This is to utilities
flU'ln1l'll"aa programs of two often a rebate program is
based on a while a custom program may be
based on avoided cost~

2 shows the rel:atu)nsJtllp of nre~-lnICetli'l,\rfA.. payback
to subsidized for the three subsidies ..

Incentives are offered with the nhlP~tlVfA.. of increasing the
value of the efficiency Incentive

tne~re]ror~e, should create a value to a

2 illustrates the effect of a subsidy of 25 % of
avoided cost on payback; in effect, it slices about a year
off the payback of measures across the board; a 7 year
payback measure drops only to 6 years, while a one year
payback measure drops to 0 years (free).

Basing

utilities seeking to establish the rebate level
reclullred to induce the customer to purchase calculate the
incentive required to buy down the measure to a specified
customer payback.. With this strategy, measure incentives
are designed to have a consistent value to the customer,
assuming that the customer's interest in purchasing a
measure is defmed by its payback..

Advantages of the buydown strategy are that:

® incentives are targeted to measures the customer was
unlikely to purchase by himself, reducing the potential
for free-riderships Specifically, quick payback
measures are completely excluded from the program..
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Incentive as
Percent of

Installed Cost
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Two Year Buydown:
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50% Off:

2" Subsidized vs. un~~UlJ,szal~zea Payback
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@ payments are just enough to meet the theoretical
investment threshold of the typical commercial
customer.

The advantages of measure cost discounting as an
incentive strategy are that:

Disadvantages of the buydown strategy are that:

@ market research shows that many of the quick payback
measures, which receive no subsidy with this
technique, have very slow implementation without a
utility incentive. In most economic potential studies,

rebates for these measures prove most
cost-effective despite possibly high levels of "free
riders" .

• the percent of installed cost is a uniform
method from the perspective of the customer. It is
easy to explain and understand ..

@ the impact of this method is about in the middle of the
earlier two strategies. It doesn't favor the quick
payback measures excessively (as does a fixed
avoided cost), nor does it favor the long payback
measures or "goldplating" strategies encouraged by
the buydown method.

• the approach promotes measures with costs near the
incentive ceiling, since regardless of measure cost the
incentive reduces the customer's effective cost to a
fixed payback. This effect is often referred to as

The disadvantages are that:

@ the incentive calculation isn't aligned formally with
any of the cost-effectiveness strategies, it
appear arbitrary from the perspective.

DSM

it with

onclusionsesignrogra

@ the strategy requires validation of cost estimates
and customer receipts. The definition of installed cost
is in fact and therefore definitions
must be precise et alo

Evidence from programs at Con Edison and Seattle
indicate that a results in long

payback measures being installed, even the post-
incentive were above 2 yearso It is clear that for
many customers, paying a fixed percentage provides an
across-the-board stimuluso

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the effect of a 50% If
customers are motivated by value as reflected in the

dlS'COllnt~ then as shown in 1 this form of
......... Iioo...... ·.d"Il ... F creates a uniform incentive across measures of aU
types.. If customers are motivated by payback, then the
50% subsidy should create less on long payback
measures, since their payback, while shortened, remains
in to unsubsidized measures.. One would expect
n'dl"1l1Ml/"lll!:I'lP"1li"l.' "cream skimming. "

This paper, as previously described, presents hypotheses
supported by empirical observation, rather than con
clusions from a research study. These hypotheses should
be the basis for such research.. In particular, the following
should be tested, as they have to future
program designs.

How can the
technologies? The should offer
services to the business customer that

applying
sut)le<~U\ire inthe "bllVd.o\\irn

many cases.

1 illustrates the effect of a to two years
on the of installed cost subsidized. The

unsubsidized grows
is reached. If customers

rather than the one
to be most

o the transaction costs are due to the
requirement to calculate customer costs and avoided
energy costs for each measure.

This has been observed in programs of tms such as
the Action for industrial customers
at Northeast where businesses favored measures
with the cost and incentive.
Meanwhile measures below the two year threshold were
almost never despite identified the

even had the QUl,ckest
identified the lack of

for the customer's lack of interest

of the installed cost.

The customer value model defined above suggests that
customer interest in purchasing a measure is defined by its

Le., market is more a function of
discount from full cost than of payback. This can be

incentives at a standard peJrcent2l$ze



information demonstrating the quality of high efficiency
equipment, and that reduce the time, effort, and risks
associated with implementation. Guarantees against future
price drops or subsidy increases win the decision
making.

form of incentive will prove the most efficient
promoter of high efficiency equipment in the market?
Payback, while important, is not the primary motivator for
many commercial customers, especially larger businesses
not under fmancial stress. The empirical hypothesis is that
a discount to purchase price will have more impact at less
cost over the fun spectrum of measures, as compared. to
calculating incentives based. on or avoided.
energy costs.

How much incentive is to dr~lm~~tl(~a.Uly

customer choice? Clearly, the higher the incentive levels
the less expense by the utility to
propose the measure" The level also vary markeL

customers clearly take notice of discounts in the
range of 25-50% of purchase which may prove to
be the hand of effective market inducement.
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